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Gimme your Butt

Artikel info:-

	Alfred arranged to meet with Tiger to play some soccer. But
instead of his mate he meets a stranger. He asks him if he
wants to play with him but the powerful little Russian gets
unpleasant. Alfred keeps insisting and goads the Russian with
his football tricks. He sees Alfred as a bigmouth and wants to
mess with him on the mats. They immediately start to fight
and Alfred who is known to be more timid surprises with tricks
and power. He even dominates the Russian guy in the first
round. The fight gets harder and they shred their shirts and hit
each other. The little Russian guy strips Alfred down to his
speedo but Alfred keeps on fighting. After some punches
Alfred is dazed and the Russian guys takes that chance and
chokes Alfred until he&acute;s nearly knocked out. But Tiger
appears and oversees the situation immediately, graps the
Russian and frees Alfred. He doesn&acute;t save the Russian
guy a second and shows him his tricks. A sticky fight is about
to start but the Russian guy prevails. But he didn&acute;t
expect that the two youngsters will attack him together now
and the Russian has to fight against both. He freaks out but
can really free himself out of their holds. After that it&acute;s
another 2on1 round. Can he get the victory again or does he
has to leave the place as the looser this time?

Play length approx - 66 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Gimme your Butt :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Friday 13 September, 2013
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